Projects Completed in 2019-2020

- Completed Committee reorganization.
  - Three-member subcommittees, with rotating chairs, review assigned documents, and each subcommittee chair collates comments and forwards their document to the entire committee for review prior to the meeting. At the meeting, we discuss major issues and develop suggestions. By majority vote, documents are either (1) approved and forwarded to the relevant SVP/AVP for review/approval; (2) approved with instructions for the committee chair to work with the dept/college to address minor issues and then forward the document to the relevant SVP/AVP or (3) remanded to the dept/college for further revisions and resubmission.
  - We meet on a regular basis, approximately once per month.
    - Developed spreadsheet of all RPT documents, identifying which are on template, which are in process, and which need to be revised onto the template. Deans notified.

Projects in-Process in 2019-2020

- Identify a committee chair, likely from the membership of the committee.
- Secure continuing staff support for the committee.
- Develop spreadsheet of all CL documents, identifying which are on template, which are in process, and which need to be revised onto the template.
- Develop spreadsheet of all TFR documents, identifying which are on template, which are in process, and which need to be revised onto the template.
- Revise RPT, CL, and TFR templates.

Documents Approved in 2019-2020

- Fine Arts: TFR
- Fine Arts: CL appendix

Documents Approved (after minor issues are addressed)

- Anthropology: RPT
- Business: TFR
- Dentistry: RPT
- Special Education: TFR

Documents Remanded

- Communication: TFR
- Education, Culture, & Society: RPT

Documents to Be Considered by Committee 2/19

- Chemistry: CL
- Engineering: TFR
- Music: RPT
- RPT Template

Documents under Revision (known)

- Architecture + Planning RPT
- Honors: CL
- Mathematics: CL
- Medicine: RPT
- Metallurgical Engineering: RPT
- Mining Engineering: RPT
- Nursing: RPT
- Sociology: RPT
- Sociology: TFR
- Urban Institute for Teacher Education: CL
- CL Template
- TFR Template